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Abstract.26

The contribution of new particle formation (NPF) to cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) number27

concentration varies largely under different environments and depends on several key factors such as28

formation rate (J), growth rate (GR), distribution of preexisting particles and properties of new particles29

during NPF events. This study investigates the contribution of NPF to the NCCN and its controlling30

factors based on measurements conducted at the Heshan supersite, in the Pearl River Delta (PRD)31

region of China during fall-time 2019. The size-resolved cloud condensation nuclei activity and32

size-resolved particle hygroscopicity were measured by a cloud condensation nuclei counter (CCNc)33

and a hygroscopic tandem differential mobility analyzer (HTDMA), respectively, along with a scanning34

mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and a diethylene glycol scanning mobility particle sizer (DEG-SMPS)35

for particle number size distribution (PNSD). A typical NPF event on 29th October was chosen to36

investigate the contribution of the NPF to NCCN under several supersaturation ratios. Two particle37

properties (hygroscopicity and surface tension) affect CCN activation with the latter being more38

important in terms of the CCN concentration (NCCN). A lower value of surface tension (i.e., 0.06 N m-1)39

than pure water assumption (0.073 N m-1) could increase the NCCN at SS=1.0% by about 20% during40

non-event period and by about 40% during the event. In addition, an earlier peak time corresponding to41

a lower critical diameter (D50) was also observed. The results show that high formation rate, growth42

rate, and low background particle concentration lead to high number concentrations of newly-formed43

particles. The high growth rate was found to have the most significant impact on the NCCN which can be44

attributed to the fact that a higher growth rate can grow particles to the CCN size in a shorter time45

before they are scavenged by pre-existing particles. Two other NPF events (an event on 18th October in46

this campaign and an event on 12th December, 2014 in Panyu) were chosen to perform sensitivity tests47
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under different scenarios (growth rate, formation rate, and background particle concertation). The48

calculated NCCN at SS=1.0% on 12th December, 2014 was significantly lower than that from the other49

two events. The event on 12th December was re-simulated using high growth rate taken from the event50

on 18th October which resulted in similar CCN concentrations between the two events (12th December51

and 18th October), implying that the growth rate is the major impact factor for CCN activation. Our52

results highlight the importance of growth rate and surface tension when evaluating the contribution of53

NPF to the NCCN.54

1 Introduction55

Atmospheric particles have direct effects on global climate by adsorbing and scattering solar56

radiation, while they can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and exert influences on cloud57

formation, life cycle, and albedo, hence indirectly affect the global radiation balance. In general,58

atmospheric particles have a cooling effect on the global climate with the highest uncertainty among all59

the climatic forcings (Stocker et al., 2013). The relationship between the CCN number concentration60

(NCCN) and its climatic effect represents one of the major uncertainties. It is hence essential to carry out61

field measurements to investigate the CCN activity and its major impact factor.62

New particle formation (NPF) as an important source of global atmospheric particles, is frequently63

observed in various atmospheric environments, including forest, urban, marine, and agricultural regions64

(Kulmala et al., 2004). Once formed, the particles can grow to the CCN sizes (50-100 nm) within a few65

hours and contribute significantly to the NCCN (Leng et al., 2014; Spracklen et al., 2008; Dameto de66

España et al., 2017). The extent to which newly-formed particles can contribute to the NCCN is67

controlled by many factors, including formation rate (J), growth rate (GR), background particle number68
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size distribution (PNSD), and properties of the particles. The formation rate is defined as a flux of69

newly-formed particles at a threshold diameter and is usually used to describe how many particles are70

produced into the atmosphere during an event. The growth rate (GR) represents the diameter change of71

the particles in a certain time period, and particles with a higher GR will grow to the CCN sizes in a72

shorter time. The background PNSD controls the scavenging of the newly-formed particles, and the73

high concentration of pre-existing particles will efficiently scavenge these particles before they can74

grow to the CCN sizes. The properties of the particles (e.g., chemical composition, hygroscopicity, and75

surface tension) affect their ability of acting as CCN. In general, particles containing a higher fraction76

of inorganic matter or water-soluble organics are more hygroscopic and more easily activated due to a77

lower critical diameter (D50). Recent studies showed that surfactant effects of organic matter were78

found on the particle surface which could lead to an increase of the CCN activity (Ovadnevaite et al.,79

2017; Cai et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018). The contribution of NPF to NCCN is difficult to be80

quantitatively evaluated and currently the major impact factors are not fully understood, which81

becomes a challenging in quantification of the climatic forcing of NPF events.82

NPF event is well known to have an important contribution to the NCCN, while a wide range of83

NCCN during NPF events was reported in the literature. Yue et al. (2011) showed that the NCCN during84

NPF events was increased by a factor of 0.4-6 in Beijing. However, much less (a factor of 1.17-1.88)85

increase of the NCCN was observed during NPF events in Shanghai (Leng et al., 2014). The results from86

Ma et al. (2016) showed that the NCCN was significantly impacted by the hygroscopicity of87

newly-formed particles during NPF events in the North China Plain (NCP). Yu et al. (2014) reported an88

average factor of 4.7 increase of the NCCN during NPF events from growth of new particles to the CCN89

sizes in Ozark forest. Rose et al. (2017) showed that NPF could be a larger contributor to NCCN90
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compared to transport in free troposphere. A long-term field measurement in the urban Vienna91

conducted by Dameto de España et al. (2017) reported that the NCCN (at 0.5% ss) could increase up to92

143% during NPF events. Kalkavouras er al. (2017) found that the NPF could double the NCCN (at93

0.1% ss), but could augment the potential droplet number only by 12%.94

Factors that control the CCN activity of newly-formed particles (formation rate, growth rate, and95

particle properties) were investigated worldwide. These parameters varied substantially in a large96

temporal and spatial scale. For example, the mean formation rate of 10 nm particles (J10) was 3.7 cm-397

s-1 in Nanjing (An et al., 2015), which was much higher than that (0.40 cm-3 s-1) reported in Shanghai98

(Leng et al., 2014). A value of 3.3~81.4 cm-3 s-1 was reported for the mean formation rate of 3 nm99

particles (J3) based on one-year long measurements in Beijing (Wu et al., 2007). In the NCP region, a100

long-term measurement conducted by Shen et al. (2011) reported that the J3 ranged from 0.7 to 72.7101

cm-3 s-1, with a mean value of 8.0 cm-3 s-1. Shen et al. (2019) reported an average J3 value of 1.30 cm-3102

s-1 at Mountain Tai, which was much lower than urban regions. The growth of newly-formed particles103

can be characterized by the particle growth rates. Kulmala et al. (2004) summarized a wide range of104

growth rate (1 to 20 nm h-1) from more than 100 filed measurements of NPF in mid-latitudes. On the105

one hand, the growth rates are usually high in polluted region, for example, a growth rate of 11.6-18.1106

nm h-1 was reported in New Delhi, India (Kulmala et al., 2005;Mönkkönen et al., 2005). On the other107

hand, the growth rates are in general low in forest regions, for example, a median value of 2.5 nm h-1108

was reported from long term measurements (Nieminen et al., 2014). Furthermore, large uncertainties109

exist for the measured growth rates even in the same region. For example, the growth rates under110

sulfur-poor conditions were about 80% higher than those under sulfur-rich conditions in Beijing (Yue et111

al., 2011). The condensable vapors not only control the growth rate, but also decide the hygroscopicity112
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of newly-formed particle, which can vary in a large range from event to event. Wu et al. (2013)113

reported a hygroscopic growth factor of 1.2 to 1.55 during NPF events in a mountain region, Germany.114

Asmi et al. (2010) found a significant contribution of organic vapors to particle formation and growth,115

leading to a low hygroscopicity of newly-formed particles in the Antarctica region. The above studies116

show large temporal and spatial variations of characteristics in the properties of newly-formed particles117

(i.e., the formation rate, growth rate and hygroscopicity) during NPF events. However, how these118

parameters contribute to the variation of the NCCN during NPF events in various regions is yet to be119

investigated.120

Although the Pearl River Delta region (PRD), one of the most economically developed areas in121

China, has made substantial progress in mitigating haze pollution, especially in achieving PM2.5122

national level II standard (an average annual mass concentration of less than 35 μg m-3 for PM2.5), the123

intensive human activities and photochemistry lead to emissions and productions of a large amount of124

condensable air pollutants for initiating formation of atmospheric particles and promoting their125

subsequent growth. Several studies have reported the frequent occurrences of NPF events in urban and126

rural areas of the PRD which provide a large amount of particles to the local atmosphere (Yue et al.,127

2013;Liu et al., 2008;Yue et al., 2016;Wang et al., 2013). However, these studies focused primarily on128

the characteristics of the NPF events, the contribution to the NCCN and the controlling factors were still129

unknown, hindering an accurate assessment of NPF in CCN formation and eventually global climate130

change.131

In this study, we analyzed the contribution of NPF to the NCCN based on a rural field campaign132

conducted at the Heshan supersite in the PRD region during Fall (October and November, 2019). A133

suite of advanced analytical instruments was employed to measure particle hygroscopicity,134
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size-resolved CCN activity, and particle number size distribution (1 nm - 10 μm). Here, we select three135

representative NPF events (two from this measurement, the other one from a previous measurement in136

Panyu, Guangzhou, 2014) to quantitively investigate the contribution of NPF to the NCCN and impact137

factors (i.e., formation rate, growth rate, background particle concentration, and particle properties) that138

affect the contribution.139

2 Measurement site, instrumentation, and methodology140

2.1 Measurement site141

The field campaign was conducted at the Heshan supersite in the Guangdong Province of China142

during the Fall season (from 27th September to 17th November, 2019). This rural site (22°42′39. 1″N,143

112°55′35.9″E) is located at the southwest of the PRD region (about 70 km away from megacity144

Guangzhou) with an altitude of about 40 m above sea-level and the site is surrounded by several farms145

and villages. All the instruments were placed in an air-conditioned room (T=298K) on the top floor of146

the building at the supersite, administrated by Guangdong Provincial Environmental Monitoring Centre.147

Two aerosol sampling ports equipped respectively with a PM10 impactor and a PM2.5 impactor were148

made of a 6 m long 3/8″ o.d. stainless-steel tube. The schematic diagram of the inlet system and149

instrument setup is shown in Fig. S1. The sampling air was dried to a relative humidity (RH) lower150

than 30% by passing through a Nafion dryer (model MD-700, Perma Pure, Inc., USA) before the air151

entered into the individual instruments.152
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2.2 Instrumentation153

2.2.1 Particle number size distribution and size-resolved CCN activity measurements154

The particle number size distribution (PNSD) in a complete size range of 1 nm- 10 μm (an upper155

cut size of 10 μm) was measured by a diethylene glycol scanning mobility particle sizer (DEG-SMPS,156

model 3938E77, TSI Inc., USA), a SMPS (model 3938L75, TSI Inc., USA), and an aerodynamic157

particle sizer (APS, model 3321, TSI Inc., USA). The DEG-SMPS was applied to measure particles158

with a size range of 1-30 nm, consisted of a nano-differential mobility analyzer (nDMA, model 3086,159

TSI Inc., USA), a nano enhancer (model 3777, TSI Inc., USA), and a condensation particle counter160

(CPC, model 3772, TSI Inc., USA). The SMPS composed of a DMA (model 3081A, TSI Inc., USA)161

and a CPC (model 3775, TSI Inc., USA) was employed to measure particles in a size range of 10-800162

nm. The APS was used to measured submicron particles ranging from 0.5 μm to 10 μm. The data163

inversion processes for the measured PNSD were done by Aerosol Instrument Manager (version 10,164

TSI Inc., USA). However, accurate inversion for particles smaller than 3 nm is currently still lacking165

due to large uncertainties from corrections for multiple charges and diffusion losses. Thus, we only166

discussed PNSD for particles larger than 3 nm in this study.167

Size-resolved CCN activity was measured with a combination of a cloud condensation nuclei168

counter (CCNc, model 200, DMT Inc., USA) and another SMPS. The CCNc-200 has two parallel169

cloud columns, which can be used to measure the CCN concentration (NCCN) simultaneously. The170

supersaturation of each column was set to be 0.1%, 0.2% and, 0.4%, 0.7%, 0.9%, and 1.0%,171

respectively. The dry particles were firstly neutralized by an X-ray neutralizer (model 3088, TSI Inc.,172

USA) and were then classified by a DMA (model 3081A, TSI Inc., USA). The monodisperse particles173
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were split into three streams: two to the CCNc for measurement of the NCCN (with a flow rate of 0.6174

LPM) and one to the CPC for measurement of total particle number concentration (NCN, with a flow175

rate of 0.3 LPM). Prior to the campaign, the SMPSs was calibrated with standard polystyrene latex176

spheres (PSL, with a size of 20, 50, and 200 nm) and the CCNc-200 was calibrated with ammonium177

sulfate ((NH4)2)SO4 particles at the six SSs (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.7%, 0.9%, and 1.0%).178

2.2.2 Aerosol hygroscopicity measurement179

Hygroscopicity of atmospheric particle at various size ranges was measured by a hygroscopic180

tandem differential mobility analyzer (HTDMA), consisted of two DMA (model 3081L, TSI Inc.,181

USA), a Nafion humidifier (model MD-700, Perma Pure Inc., USA), a heated tube and a condensation182

particle counter (model 3788, TSI Inc., USA). The dry particles were firstly neutralizer by an X-ray183

neutralizer (model 3088, TSI Inc., USA) and subsequently were classified by a DMA for six sizes in184

this study (30, 50, 80, 100, 150, and 200 nm). The selected particles at a specific diameter (�� ) were185

then introduced into a humidifier under a fixed RH (90% in this study). Another DMA and a CPC were186

used to measure size distribution of humified particles (��th).187

2.3 Methodology188

2.3.1 Estimation of hygroscopicity based on the measurements189

The size-resolved activation ratio (AR) could be obtained from the measured NCN and NCCN by the190

SMPS and CCNc-200 system and was inverted based on the method described by Moore et al. (2010).191

The AR was then fitted with the sigmoidal function with respect to particle diameter ��,192
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����
���

� �

�th
��
���

��
(1)193

where �, �, and ��� are fitting coefficients. The D50 represents the critical diameter at which half of194

the particles are activated at a specific SS.195

The hygroscopic parameter κ can be obtained from the critical supersaturation (Sc) and the D50196

(Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) by197

κ � ���

�����
� hln��� �

, where � �
�������

����
(2)198

where σs/a is the surface tension of the solution/air interface and here it is temporarily assumed to be199

that of pure water (0.0728 N m-1 at 298.15 K), �� is the molecular weight of water (0.018 kg mol-1),200

R is the universal gas constant (8.31 J mol-1 K-1), T is the thermodynamic temperature in Kelvin201

(298.15 K), and �� is the density of water (about 997.04 kg m-3 at 298.15 K).202

The growth factor (GF) of selected particles can be calculated according to the following equation,203

�t � ��th
��

(3)204

In addition to the hygroscopic parameter calculated based on the SMPS and CCNc-200 system, the κ205

can also be calculated from HTDMAmeasurement based on the growth factor,206

κ � h�t� − �� �
��
exp h

�������

������
− �� (4)207

Due to the effect of DMA diffusing transfer function, the TDMAfit algorithm (Stolzenburg and208

McMurry, 2008) was applied to narrow the uncertainty and fit the growth factor probability density209

function (GF-PDF). Detailed data inversion process can be found elsewhere in Tan et al. (2013).210

2.3.2 Estimation of H2SO4 concentration and its contribution to particle growth211

The daytime gas phase H2SO4 concentration is estimated according to the proxy proposed by Lu et212

al. (2019),213
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����� � ������ � �t����� � ��������� � ��−���� � h�������� t ���������� (5)214

where UVB is the ultraviolet radiation B intensity (in W m-2), ����� is the concentration of SO2 in215

molecules cm-3, ���� is the concentration of O3 in molecules cm-3, ����� is the concentration of NOX in216

molecules cm-3, and the CS is the condensation sink and it can be calculated from following equation,217

�� � ��� ��� � ����h
t� ��� �� (6)218

where � is the diffusion coefficient of the H2SO4 vapor (assumed to be 0.8× ��-5 m2 s-1 in this study),219

��t� is the transitional regime correction factor which can be calculated from the Knudsen number220

(Fuchs and Sutugin, 1971), and �� represents the particle number concentration at ���.221

This proxy is derived based on measurements from a winter field measurement in urban Beijing,222

where the atmospheric environment is similar to the locations of our measurements. A relative error of223

about 20% for the proxy proposed by Lu et al. (2019) was estimated based on comparison of the224

estimated [H2SO4] with the measured one. However, accurate quantification of the uncertainty is not225

feasible since this proxy has not been tested in the PRD region. For simplicity, we adopted a relative226

error of about 20% for the estimation of sulfuric acid concentration, and ignoring the uncertainties in227

measuring UVB, [SO2], CS, [O3] and [NOX]. However, further investigation is still needed, since the228

relative error of the estimation could vary temporally and spatially (Mikkonen et al., 2011).229

Framework for 0-D Atmospheric Modeling (F0AM) v3.1(Wolfe et al., 2016) is a zero-dimensional230

atmospheric box model which was used to simulate the concentration of OH radical in the atmosphere.231

The model was constrained with a set of online measured trace gases, VOCs, and meteorological data.232

The employed chemical mechanism is Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM) v3.3.1. More detailed233

description of model setup can be found in Wang et al. (2020).234

The required vapor concentration of H2SO4 h��t���� h� �−�� for a growth rate of 1 nm h-1 in a235
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certain particle size range (��t�h�h��� to ��tt�h��) can be calculated from the following equation,236

��t���� h� �−� �
�����
�����h

� ���
���

� ���t�
��h��t��

− ���t�
�� ��t�

t ��h ��h��t��
��h��t��

(8)237

where ��, �� and �� is the density, mass and diameter of H2SO4, which was assumed to be 1830 kg238

m-3, 98 amu, and 0.55 nm, respectively (Nieminen et al., 2010;Jiang et al., 2011), �� is the mass239

accommodation coefficient (assumed to be unity in this study), �� and �� are the ratios of �� to240

��tt�h�� (10 nm in this study) and ��t�h�h��� (3 nm in this study), �h (in s) is the time for particle growth241

from ��t�h�h��� to ��tt�h�� (�h �
��tt�h��−��t�h�h���

��
) with a growth rate of 1 nm h-1, and � is the Boltzmann242

constant (1.38×1023 J K-1).243

Thus, the growth rate contributed from condensation of H2SO4 vapor can be obtained,244

������� �
�����

��t���� h��−�
(9)245

The average calculated H2SO4 concentration during particle growth can be calculated using Eq. (5).246

The resultant ������� can be overestimated because the assumption of unity for �� in Eq. (8) is not247

necessarily the case because not all H2SO4 molecules will be captured when colliding with the248

particles.249

2.3.3 Estimation of growth rate (GR) and formation rate (J)250

The observed particle growth rate (GR) is defined as the diameter change of nucleated particles251

(���h��) for a time period (dt),252

�� � ���h��
�h

(10)253

Here log-normal distribution function method was adopted and the PNSD was fitted to obtain the254

representative diameter for nucleated particles during NPF events (Kulmala et al., 2012),255
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��
������

� �
���

t�� −
�h�h ��

�����
�

��
(11)256

where �� is particle diameter, N is total particle number concentration, ����� is geometric mean257

particle diameter and it was also used as the representative particle size in Eq. (10). In this study, the258

PNSD was found to have a significant mode in a size range of 3- 60 nm during NPF events and we259

hence applied one log-normal mode fitting. At each time step, the PNSD was fitted using Eq. (11) and260

the ����� as a function of time, that is, the growth rate, was determined according to Eq. (10).261

The formation rate (Jk) described the flux through a certain diameter (k) during NPF events and it262

is calculated based on the formula given in Cai and Jiang (2017),263

�� �
������t����

�h
t ��� � ���

���−�
��� � ����h
t� �h�t�������t���t�������t���t���� −264

�
� ��� � ����h

���−�
���

� � max ����h
� t���

� − ����h
�

���t�
� t ���t�

� � ���
�

� �t� � ���t���t� � ���t���t��� t h� � ��� (12)265

where �����t���� is particle number concentration in a size range from ��� to ��� (exclude266

particles with diameter ���), ���and ��� are the lower and upper bound diameters (here 3 and 30267

nm respectively), � �t� is the coagulation coefficient for collisions between particles with diameter268

��� and particles with diameter ���, h� is the particle distribution function at ��� and ��� is the269

growth rate calculated using Eq. (10) at ���. Note that the calculation of formation rate using Ep. (12)270

is based on two assumptions: (1) Dilution and other particles sources and losses except for coagulation271

loss in the size range from ��� to ��� are negligible; (2) Net coagulation of particles is negligible.272

2.3.4 Measurement based NPF simulations273

For a regional NPF event, the evolution of particle size distribution is governed by the population274

balance equations (Lehtinen et al., 2003; Kuang et al., 2012):275
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����
�h

� ��� −�� � h�� − ��� ��� � ����h
t� � ��t�� ��276

(13-1)277

���
�h

� �� � h�−� − �� � h� t
�
� ��� � ����h

�−� � �t� ����� − �� ��� � ����h
t� �h�t��� �� (13-2)278

���� � ���
� − ���

�279

(13-3)280

In the equations, class �� represents the smallest detectable particle size (here 3 nm particles),281

��� is the formation rate calculated using Eq. (12). Class � represents the particles with diameter ���.282

The first, second, and third terms on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (13-1) represent the formation,283

condensation, the coagulation sink terms, respectively. The first and second terms, the third, and fourth284

terms on the RHS of Eq. (13-2) represent the condensation growth terms, a coagulation source285

(CoagSrc) term, and the coagulation sink (CoagSnk) term, respectively.286

For a specific NPF event, the evolution of PNSD with a size range of 3-1000 nm was simulated287

based on Eq. (13) using Matlab (version 2016a, Mathworks, Inc.). In the simulation, the background288

particle distribution was assumed to be the average PNSD before 6:00 LT, the growth rate and289

formation rate were the measured values obtained from Eq. (10) and Eq. (13), respectively, and the290

time step was set to be 10s. The simulation is based on following assumptions: (1) The dynamics of291

newly-formed particles are driven by coagulation and condensation. The influences of transportation,292

primary emissions, dilution, and particle evaporation are negligible. (2) The influence of coagulation on293

the preexisting particles is negligible. (3) The particle growth rate for all particle sizes is assumed to be294

the same at a time during NPF events.295
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3 Results and discussion296

3.1 New Particle Formation (NPF) events at the Heshan Site297

A total of 20 NPF events were observed during this seven-weeks long field campaign. Here we298

selected a typical event (29th October, 2019) for further investigation. As shown in Fig. 1a, new particle299

formation occurred at about 9:50 Local Time (LT) when a significant concentration of 3-10 nm300

particles were observed. Subsequently, continuous and steady growth of the newly-formed particles301

was observed until the particles grew to about 70-80 nm at about 20:00 LT. The blue dots in Fig.1a302

represent the ����� of nucleated particles and the red line represents the linear fitting, leading to an303

estimated growth rate of 8.0 nm h-1. Prior to the event (around 9:50), the total particle number304

concentration (NCN) remained low (a concentration slightly below 10000 cm-3) and rapidly increased305

when NPF event occurred, and then reached its peak (about 56000 cm-3) at 11:15 LT and subsequently306

decreased to 20000 cm-3 at about 15:00 LT, and remained at this concentration for the rest of the day. A307

steady north wind was observed before 18:00 LT and shifted to northwest afterwards (Fig. 1c). The308

shift of wind direction led to change of air mass as seen from the PNSD, leading to a sudden increase309

of the NCN at 18:00 LT (Fig. 1a and b). The CCN concentration (NCCN) at 1.0% SS increased from 5000310

cm-3 at around 10:00 to 11000 cm-3 at about 15:00 LT, when the nucleated particles grew to the CCN311

size (Fig. S2). The D50 at 1.0% SS was apparently the smallest critical diameters among all the SSs, the312

size that was easily reached during NPF and was significantly affected by the newly-formed particles,313

we thus only discussed the variation of the NCCN at 1.0% SS in the following section. The sudden314

increase of NCCN at 18:00 LT could be attributed to change of the air mass due to transportation,315

consistent with the changes of the PNSD, the NCN, and wind direction (Fig. 1a-c). The activation ratio316
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(AR) was about 0.5 before dawn and dropped to about 0.2 just prior to the event (Fig. 1b). This ratio317

continued to decrease to its trough at the time corresponding to the maximum of NCN and then318

increased again to about 0.6 at 15:00 LT during particle growth, slightly higher than the value before319

dawn. Clearly, NPF can not only add a large number of particles to the atmosphere but also increase the320

NCCN and AR after particles are formed and grow. The wind speeds were about 3 m s-1 during initial321

formation and growth, and decreased to about 1.5 m s-1 during most of the particle growth periods.322

Formation of gaseous H2SO4 was favored by intensive photochemistry. Significant j-values of323

O(1D) (in s-1) were observed during the day (from about 7:00 to 17:00) with a maximum value of324

2×10-5 s-1 at noon and symmetrically distributed before and after noon. The average calculated H2SO4325

concentration during particle formation periods (10:00-12:00 LT) was about 1.4×107 cm-3, about an326

order higher than that (about 7 - 12×106 cm-3) in a mountain region in Germany (Wu et al., 2013) and327

close to that (about 2-5 × 107 cm-3) in a rural region of Sichuan in China (Chen et al., 2014).328

Considering a relative error of about 20%, the growth rate contributed by condensation of gaseous329

H2SO4 was about 0.61-1.09 nm h-1, or about 7.6% -13.6% of the observed growth rates for 3-10 nm330

particles. It should be pointed out that the above estimates for the growth rates are subject to large331

uncertainties due to uncertainties for the estimation of sulfuric acid concentration using Eq. (5) as the332

proxy and here a unity of sticking coefficients was assumed when gaseous H2SO4 molecules collide333

with pre-existing particles. This implies that other compounds (e.g., organic vapors) than H2SO4 play334

significant roles in the growth process of newly-formed particles which was widely reported in335

literatures (Boy et al., 2005;Casquero-Vera et al., 2020;Paasonen et al., 2010).336
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3.2 The impact of hygroscopicity and surfactants on NCCN337

The ability that atmospheric particles can serve as CCN is determined by several factors including338

sizes, chemical composition, surface tension, and water saturation ratio of the particles (Farmer et al.,339

2015). The organic matter in particles can act as surfactants to lower the surface tension of the particles340

and hence can increase the CCN activity (Ovadnevaite et al., 2017). Previous studies showed that341

surfactants could modify the ability of water uptake, leading to discrepancies of κ values between342

measurements using techniques under different water saturation conditions, e.g., sub-saturation343

(HTDMA measurements) or supersaturation (CCNc measurements) (Cai et al., 2018; Wex et al., 2009;344

Rastak et al., 2017; Ruehl and Wilson, 2014). Figure 2 compares the κ values measured from several345

locations including Heshan (this study, rural), Panyu (urban PRD, Cai et al., 2018), North China Plain346

(Liu et al., 2011), and South China Sea (Cai et al., 2020). The median κ values measured by HTDMA347

in this study ranged from 0.1 to 0.18 in a size range of 30-200 nm, similar to those of particles348

primarily composed of organics (Deng et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018; Pajunoja et al., 2015), implying349

that chemical composition of the measured particles was dominated by organics. In particular, the κ350

values measured using HTDMA (κHTDMA) in this study were significantly lower than those from other351

studies. The κ values in a range of 0.21-0.31 were reported for urban PRD and suburban North China352

Plain, which were likely attributed to high fractions of water-soluble organic matters and inorganic353

compounds from traffic and industry emissions. The κ values measured using CCNc (κCCN) fall in a354

range from 0.19 to 0.46, much higher than those from measurements using HTDMA in this study. The355

discrepancy of the κ κHTDMA and κCCN values suggests that surfactant effects could play an important356

role in CCN activation under sub-saturation and supersaturation environments. Previous studies have357
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shown that the organics in particles could lower surface tension by about 0.01-0.032 N m-1358

(Ovadnevaite et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018; Engelhart et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2018), leading to the359

decrease of the D50 and higher κ values. This effect was closely related to the presence of liquid-liquid360

phase separation (LLPS) (Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2016), which was observed in organic-containing361

particles under high relative humidity. LLPS is mainly depended on the chemical composition of362

organics (e.g., functional groups and oxidation state) and inorganic-organic mixing ratio (Ruehl et al.,363

2016; Ma et al., 2021; Bertram et al., 2011). Once LLPS occurred, organic-rich phase on the droplet364

surface would reduce surface tension and further enhance water uptake (Rastak et al., 2017;Freedman,365

2017). Surface tension is expected to increase with droplet growth, since the organic-rich phase366

becomes thinner and shifted to water-rich phase (Liu et al., 2018; Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2016;367

Ovadnevaite et al., 2017). Further laboratory and field studies are needed for better understanding the368

occurrence of LLPS in particles, its variation with different chemical composition, and its impact on369

the surface tension.370

A surface tension value (σs/a*=0.060 N m-1) was adopted to calculate both the κCCN (denoted as371

κCCN σs/a*) and κHTDMA (κHTDMA σs/a*) using Eq. (2) and Eq. (4), respectively. No significant changes of κ372

values (i.e., from 0.11 to 0.10 for 30 nm particles) were found from TDMA measurements (Fig. S3),373

while the κ values from CCNc measurements using this surface tension value (σs/a*) were still lower374

than those using pure water assumption and the differences became larger with increasing particle sizes,375

implying that the surface tension is dependent on particle diameter. It also implies that the κ value was376

more susceptible to surfactants under supersaturation condition, which can lower the D50 of the particle377

for facilitating CCN activation. For particles with the same κ value, the measured D50 (denoted as D50,m)378

by fitting of NCCN/NCN using Eq. (1) was lower than the calculated value based on pure water surface379
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tension using Eq. (2) due to the surfactant effect. In order to estimate the impact of surfactant on380

particle activation, the D50 was recalculated using the surface tension of pure water (0.072 N m-1) by Eq.381

(2) based on the κ value from the CCN measurements with a surface tension correction (refer to κCCN382

σs/a* and σs/a*=0.060 N m-1 in Fig. 2). We termed the above recalculated D50 as the D50,r to illustrate the383

surfactant effects on the CCN activity during NPF events. Figure 3 shows the variation of the D50,r384

(here σs/a=0.072 N m-1) and the D50,m, along with the ����� of the nucleated particles during the NPF385

event. The D50,m was lower than the D50,r by about 10 nm. As a result, the ����� reached the D50,m at386

about 15:00 LT, about two hours earlier than it arrived at the D50,r, which indicates that the surfactant387

effects could lead to earlier activation of the newly-formed particles as CCN. The earlier the �����388

reaches the critical diameter D50, the higher the NCCN is because more particles can survive from being389

scavenged by preexisting particles. The difference of PNSD at the time when the ����� reached390

respectively the D50,m and the D50,r is shown in Fig. S2. The peak value of PNSD at 15:00 LT was about391

20000 cm-3 higher than the value at 17:15 LT. The NCCN also shows a difference between the D50,r and392

D50,m (Fig. 4a).393

We also investigate the effect of the surface tension on the NCCN at SS=1.0% by varying the value394

of the surface tension. As we mentioned in the beginning of this section, a surface tension of 0.060 N395

m-1 (σs/a*) was adopted when discussing the CCN activation at 1.0% SS and we assume that the D50,r396

was based on this surface tension value. The average D50 (denoted as D50,a) was the mean of the D50,m.397

The NCCN is calculated by integrating particle concentrations above D50 using the following equation,398

���� � ���

� h��������� (14)399

where h� is the particle distribution function at ��� . The D50 can be the measured or recalculated one.400

It was shown that the NCCN at SS=1.0% from integration of particles above the D50,r was significantly401
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lower than that above the D50,m after 12:00 LT (two hours after the occurrence of the NPF event), with402

concentration differences of about 3000-4000 cm-3 (Fig. 4a). The AR based on the D50,r reached its403

minimal values between 10:00 and 12:00 LT, and then steadily increased until 22:00 and subsequently404

decreased. The AR based on the D50,m reached its minimal during the same period as the AR from the405

D50,r; however, it then rapidly increased until 16:00 and the continuing increase of the AR was much406

slower until 22:00, and also subsequently decrease for the last hour of the measurement (Fig. 4b). This407

different trend was likely attributed to the continuing growth of the nucleated particles to the CCN size408

prior to 16:00. Here, we define the deviation of NCCN based on the D50,r from that based on the D50,m to409

evaluate the impacts of the surface tension (primarily due to the surfactant effects) on the NCCN,410

����� �
����t�−����t�h�� ��

����t�
(15)411

where the ����t�t ����t� represent the NCCN based on the D50,m and the D50,r or D50,a. The ����� of412

the D50,r was about 0.1 prior to the NPF event, and reached a peak value of 0.4 at 14:00 LT, and then413

decreased steadily to 0.1 at 22:00 and remained unchanged for the last hour of the measurement (Fig.414

4c). The results suggests that the decrease of the surface tension due to the surfactant effects could lead415

to about 10% increase of the NCCN at 1.0% SS for non-event period and about 40% increase during the416

NPF event (Fig. 4c). Apparently, the surfactants have more significant effects on NCCN during the NPF417

event period than during non-event period, as the difference between the ����� based on the D50,r and418

the D50,a was significant only during the event period (12:00-18:00 LT).419

The hygroscopicity of newly-grown particles can have significant impact on the NCCN during the420

NPF event. During the campaign, the minimum particle size of CCN activity measurement was about421

40-45 nm (at 1.0% SS), thus the hygroscopicity of this size range was used to present the property of422

the newly-grown particles, when they grow up to this size range. In general, the κCCN values for 40-45423
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nm particles were significantly higher (corresponding to much higher hygroscopicity) during early424

event period than during non-event and other event periods (Fig. S4a). Hence, we adopted a minimum425

size range of 40-45 nm particles for CCN activity measurements (at about 1.0% SS) to represent426

typically growth of newly-formed particles to this size range during the campaign. It should be pointed427

out that the high κ values during 10:00~12:00 LT did not represent the hygroscopicity of the428

newly-grown particles which were primarily composed of particles much smaller than 30-40 nm. Those429

new particles grew to about 40-50 nm at 14:00-16:00 (Fig. 1a and Fig. 3) and their κ values were430

obviously lower than the average ones, implying that the organic vapors could play an important role431

during growth of new particles as discussed in Section 3.1. The decrease of hygroscopicity due to432

condensation of organic vapors can lead to an increase of about 3-4 nm for the D50, much smaller than433

the increase of about 10 nm induced by the surfactant effect which reduces the surface tension as434

discussed before. The results indicate that the surfactant effect may play a more important role than435

hygroscopicity in the NCCN because the surfactant effect can largely decrease the D50 during the NPF436

event when the number concentration of particles is dominant by Aitken mode.437

3.3 The impact of the dynamic processes on NCCN438

As discussed in section 2.3.4, the dynamical processes for new particles during nucleation events439

are governed by the population balance equation (Eq. (13)). Here, we build a MATLAB program to440

model the NPF event using Eq. 13, with input parameters including background particle distribution,441

growth rate and formation rate. Notice that the simulation is based on the aforementioned three442

assumptions. Figure 5 shows the measured and modeled PNSD, NCN, and NCCN at 1.0% SS. To be443

simplified, the background particle distribution was assumed to be the average particle distribution444
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before 6:00 LT. The modeled PNSD and NCN agree very well with the measured ones, except the model445

fail to reproduce the abrupt change of PNSD and NCN between 18:00 and 22:00. As discussed in section446

3.1, this discrepancy was attributed to the change of the air mass by wind direction which was not447

considered in the model. However, there are considerable discrepancies between the modeled and the448

measured NCCN. The measured NCCN at 1.0% SS increased steadily after the occurrence of the NPF449

event (at around 9:00 LT) due to formation of high concentration particles at a size range of 10-60 nm450

until around 19:00 and subsequently the NCCN dropped for the rest of the day. The model NCCN started451

to increase at about 14:15 LT and reached its maximum level at about 17:00 LT. The model failed to452

reproduce the increase of the measured NCCN before 16:00, although the reasons corresponding to the453

discrepancy are still unknown. The modeled peak value of the NCCN at 1.0% SS was about 12000 cm-3,454

which agreed very well with the measured one (11000 cm-3). Again, the model failed to reproduce the455

increase of NCCN due to the change of the air mass between 18:00 and 22:00.456

As discussed in section 3.2, the contribution of NCCN was affected by the properties of457

newly-grown particles. However, the characteristics of NPF, including growth rate, formation rate and458

the background PNSD also affect NCCN. The effects of variation (halving or doubling) of the growth459

rate, formation rate, and the background PNSD on the NCN and NCCN were investigated to test the460

sensitivity of those parameters. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the measured NCN and NCCN with461

their respective modeled values based on the half or doubling of each tested parameter, respectively. As462

can be seen from Fig. 6a, the modeled NCN values based on the double GR, the double formation rate463

and the half background PNSD were higher than the corresponding measured values, respectively, and464

vice versa. Doubling of the formation rate lead to formation of more new particles and the half465

background PNSD corresponds to a low coagulation loss with pre-existing particles, resulting in466
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production of more new particles in the simulation. Doubling of the GR resulted in a higher467

concentration of particles, probably due to the significant increases of the coagulation source (Fig. S5b),468

while small decreases for both of the coagulation sink and growth term were found (Fig. S5a and Fig.469

S5d). Coagulation source means that two smaller particles collide with each other and become a larger470

particle, which can also increase the population of new particles. Since the newly-formed particles can471

grow to larger sizes under a higher GR, the PNSD of new particles would be broader (Fig. S6), which472

provides a wider “region” for the coagulation sources, i.e. the “� − �” in eq. (13-2) is higher. Doubling473

of the FR (J) resulted in the highest modeled NCN (about 90000 cm-3) among all simulated cases;474

however, the modeled NCCN based on a double J was only the second highest value (about 15000 cm-3).475

The highest modeled NCCN (about 25000 cm-3) was found to double the GR and moreover it peaked476

earlier at about 14:00 LT (two hours earlier than the other cases). Similarly, the highest modeled AR477

(about 0.82) was from doubling the GR and an earlier peak time was also found (Fig. S7). The above478

results can be attributed to the following two possible reasons: (1) Doubling of the GR made479

newly-formed particles grow faster to the D50 which facilitated the survival of more particles from480

coagulation scavenging; (2) The NCN became higher by doubling the GR. If newly-formed particle481

grew slowly, for example, the decrease of the GR to a half value would result in growth of most482

particles to diameters below that of the D50, leading to the smallest change of the NCCN compared to483

other cases (Fig. S7). The pre-existing background particles can serve as the coagulation sinks for484

newly-formed particles and hence can prevent them from growing to the CCN sizes. For example,485

under the double background PNSD condition, the NCN reached its peak of about 38000 cm-3 at about486

11:00 and quickly dropped afterward. The newly-formed particles contributed about 3000 cm-3 to the487

NCCN, or an AR of about 0.45 at about 17:30 LT, an insignificant change compared to the value for the488
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non-event period, implying that under a high background particle concentration, NPF events have a489

minor contribution to the NCCN. Doubling or halving of the FR resulted respectively in contribution of490

about 11000 and 5000 cm-3 to the NCCN; however, the magnitude of contribution from variation of the491

FR was relatively lower than that from the GR and the background PNSD.492

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the itemized absolute and fractional contribution of coagulation493

sink, coagulation source, GR and J to the NCCN for the above several scenarios (model, double GR, half494

or double J, and half or double PNSD). Here, the individual contribution was integrated from the495

corresponding term in Eq. (13) for all particle sizes from the initial time of the NPF event to the time496

when the NCCN reached the peak concentration. As clearly shown in Fig. 7, the coagulation source term497

plays an more important role in the NCCN (with a fraction of about 13%) for the double GR case than498

any other cases. As discussed above, doubling of FR (J) and halving of PNSD led to similar NCCN peak499

values (about 15000 and 13500 cm-3, respectively); however, the dynamics processes for the two500

scenarios were significantly different. For the double J case, the formation term contributed about501

240000 cm-3 to the NCCN, much higher than the half PNSD case, and the CoagSnk and CoagSrc terms502

were much higher (about -260000 and 50000 cm-3, respectively) than any other cases due to formation503

of high concentration of newly-formed particles. Moreover, under the double J scenario, the fraction of504

CoagSnk term was higher, while the CoagSrc term was lower than the half PNSD case, indicating a505

more significant coagulation scavenging with preexisting particles. As a result, the NCN quickly506

dropped from its peak value to a concentration level similar to the half PNSD case within one hour (Fig.507

6a). Based on the above reasons, the contribution of the newly-formed particles to the NCCN was508

relatively smaller for the double J case than the double GR or half PNSD cases, although its509

coagulation source term and J term were the highest among all the cases.510
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To compare different impacts of the characteristics and properties of newly-formed particles, the511

NCCN was simulated through varying parameters of different characteristics (case 1, 4 and 7) and512

properties (case 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9). The input parameters for different cases are shown in Table S1. For513

case 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9 scenarios, the surface tension or hygroscopicity was adjusted to match similar514

NCCN values based on different NPF characteristics (case 1, 4 and 7, respectively). The results show that515

doubling GR produces the most significant impact on the NCCN, and the surface tension (κ value) was516

adjusted to 0.030 N m-1(1.2) to have the same impact (Fig. 8a). Obviously, a κ value of 1.2 for517

hygroscopicity is much higher than that of many inorganics, e.g., H2SO4 (κ=0.90, Topping et al., 2005)518

and NH4NO3 (0.58, Topping et al., 2005). Meanwhile, the surface tension was lower than the values519

(0.049-0.060) reported previously (Ovadnevaite et al., 2017; Engelhart et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2018).520

However, doubling GR value (16.0 nm h-1) was reasonable and consistent with previous studies521

(Mönkkönen et al., 2005; Foucart et al., 2018; O'Dowd et al., 1999), suggesting significant contribution522

of GR to the growth. For doubling formation rate and halving PNSD, the modified surface tension and523

κ values were minor (Fig. 8b and c).524

3.4 Modeling of the impact factors on the NCCN during NPF events525

Here we include two more NPF events to investigate the influence of several important impact526

factors (growth rate, formation rate, and background particles) on the NCCN, one from this campaign527

(October 18th, 2019), another from the field campaign in Panyu (December 12th, 2014). Both528

campaigns were conducted in the PRD region, details of the field campaign in Panyu can be found in529

Cai et al. (2018). We applied the same model to simulate NPF as discussed in the previous section.530

Figure 9 shows the measured (a), modeled (b) PNSD, along with the NCN (c). For a better comparison531
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among all the cases, all the modeled PNSDs were based on the measured formation rate (J10) due to532

lack of measurement data for particles below 10 nm in the Panyu campaign. The background particle533

distributions were assumed to be the average values before 7:00 LT. In addition, since no measurement534

data were available for the CCN activity at 1.0% SS during the Panyu campaign, the NCCN for this535

campaign was calculated from the average CCN activation curve at 1.0% SS in the two Heshan events536

and the PNSD of the Panyu event using following equation,537

���� � ��� � ����h
� ���h��������� (16)538

where the ��� is the average activation ratio (in Heshan) at ��� and the h� is the particle distribution539

function (in Panyu) at ���.540

In general, the modeled PNSDs agreed well with the measured ones for the NPF events under541

investigation (Fig. 9a-f). The NCN values were excellently predicted during the initial particle formation542

period before the maximum values were reached (Fig. 9g-i). In particular, the NCN was well predicted543

for the study case (the October 29 event) except for the period when the air mass changed as has been544

discussed in the previous section. For the October 18 event, however, the model underpredicted the545

NCN shortly after it reached the peak value which can be attributed to significant variation of Aitken546

mode during the event. For example, the model failed to reproduce concentration trend of 10-60 nm547

particle at the early event stage (Fig. 10a-b). For the December 12 event, the model underpredicted a548

significantly lower peak concentration (about 4100 cm-3 lower) at about 12:00 pm than the measured549

one, due probably to presence of a significant amount of larger background particles (100-200 nm)550

which were not taken into account in the model (Fig. 9c and Fig. 10c). As a result, the NCCN was551

underpredicted in two Heshan events (fig. 10a- b), owing to the fluctuation of background particle552

distribution and unexplained increase of concentration of particles at a size range of 10-60 nm at the553
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beginning of event. While for the Panyu event (the December 12 event), a significant underestimate554

(about 4100 cm-3 lower than the measured NCN) for the peak concentration was made at about 12:00 pm,555

due probably to the presence of a significant amount of other bigger background particles (100-200 nm)556

after 12:00 pm which was not able to be taken into account in the model (Fig. 9c). Thus, the predicted557

NCCN value was substantially lower than the measured one for the December 12 event (Fig. 10c). This558

also indicates that the NCCN was primarily contributed from the background preexisting particles rather559

than newly-formed particles form the NPF event in the December 12 event case. The maximum560

modeled peak NCCN value (about 7000 cm-3) is significantly lower that of the other two events (about561

15000 and 12000 cm-3, respectively), which could be attributed to the lower growth rates, formation562

rate, and the high CS value (Fig. S8 for J10 and table S2 for GR and CS). We further simulate the563

December 12 event to investigate the most important impact factor that influences the NCCN using564

different characteristics from the two other NPF events (Fig. 11), including the growth rate on the565

October 18 event (high growth rate scenario), the formation rate on the October 29 event (high566

formation rate scenario), and the background PNSD on the October 29 event (mainly distributed in567

Aitken mode, denoted as low CS PNSD scenario). The results show that all the new modeled NCN value568

were higher than the initial modeled NCN value. The NCN was significantly increased and earlier peaked569

(with a peak value about 38000 cm-3) under the high formation rate scenario, while the NCCN was570

mainly affected and also earlier peaked under the high growth rate scenario. The peak value of NCCN571

increased from 6000 cm-3 to 14000 cm-3 and the peak time varied from 20:00 LT to 16:00 LT. The NCN572

value increased under the low CS PNSD scenario; however, the NCCN barely changed, implying that573

larger size particles in the preexisting background play a more important role in scavenging574

newly-formed particles. We hence conclude that the newly-formed particles with a higher growth rate575
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would grow faster to the CCN size by avoiding higher number concentration losses in the atmosphere576

(Fig. S9a). Our results highlight the importance of particle growth rate in modulating the NCCN during577

NPF events.578

It should be noted that the three NPF events discussed in this study were generally “Class I”579

regional NPF events, for which the growth rate and formation rate could be obtained with high580

confidence (Dal Maso et al., 2005). Other types (i.e., Class II proposed by Dal Maso et al. (2005)) were581

not considered since their growth rates and formation rates are extremely difficult to be determined,582

leading to high uncertainties in model simulation of these events. In addition, we did not include the583

“transport” type of NPF events, for which new particles were formed somewhere else and then584

transported to the measurement site, because the model ignores the impact of transport. Some events585

belonging to “Class II” type and “transport” type were observed during the campaign (Fig. S10). For586

the “Class II” type (Fig. S9 a), the number concentration and diameter of the nucleation and Aitken587

mode particles vary significantly. For the “transport” type (Fig. S10 b), the concentration of 3-30 nm588

particles at 10:00-12:00 LT was much lower than that of 30-70 nm at 12:00-20:00 LT, indicating the589

impact of transport. Investigation on the contribution of other NPF types to the NCCN is needed in future590

studies. Moreover, this study only analyzed three NPF events as representatives of Class I type in the591

PRD region, and more field campaigns in other regions and seasons are also needed to identify the592

major impact factor.593

4 Conclusions594

Field measurements were conducted at a rural site in the PRD region of China during October and595

November 2019. The contribution of new particle formation (NPF) to the NCCN was investigated based596
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on three chosen NPF events including two (29th October and 18th November, 2019) from this field597

campaign and one (12th December, 2014) from a previous campaign in Panyu. The effects of several598

controlling factors on the contribution were explored to better understand the CCN activation process.599

These factors include formation rate, growth rate, background particle distribution, hygroscopicity and600

surface tension of the particles. Significant discrepancies were found for the κ values between601

measurements under supersaturation (using CCNc) and those under sub-saturation (using HTDMA),602

due partly to the pure water assumption for the surface tension when calculating the κ values based on603

the CCNc measurements. Organics in the particles could act as surfactants to lower the surface tension604

which facilitate CCN activation during NPF events. The results show that a surface tension value of605

about 0.060 N m-1 instead of 0.073 N m-1 (pure water assumption) could decrease the D50 (SS=1.0%)606

for 10 nm particles, bringing the agreement of the κ values between CCNc and HTDMAmeasurements.607

The surfactant effects caused by organics in the particles would increase the NCCN at SS=1.0% by about608

20% during non-event periods and by about 40% during NPF events. In addition, an earlier peak time609

was also observed because much higher number concentrations of small particles (3-100 nm) during610

the event would lead to smaller D50.611

The dynamic population balance equations were employed to qualitatively simulate NPF events612

under different case scenarios (coagulation term, formation term and growth term). Sensitivity studies613

were then performed to analyze the contribution of each aforementioned term to the NCCN. The results614

show that high formation rates, high growth rates, and low background particle concentrations lead to615

high total and CCN concentrations, although different mechanisms were attributed to the high NCN and616

NCCN. High formation rates lead to high particle production in the atmosphere; likewise, high growth617

rates produce a broad distribution of new particles and further increase the coagulation sources, while618
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low background concentrations result in low coagulation scavenging with preexisting particles. Among619

these controlling factors, the growth rate was found to have the most significant impact on the NCCN,620

because a faster growth for newly-formed particles resulted in growing these particles to the CCN sizes621

in a shorter time before they were scavenged by preexisting particles. The NCCN (SS=1.0%) measured622

from the chosen event on 12th December, 2014 was significantly lower than that from two other chosen623

events, initially attributed to the low growth rate, low formation rate, and low background particle624

concentration. Sensitivity tests were then performed under different scenarios (the highest growth rate625

form the event on 18th October, the highest formation rate and the lowest CS from the event on 29th626

October, respectively) with change of only one factor for each simulation. The results show that the627

peak value of the modeled NCCN increased from 6000 to 14000 cm-3 with the new applied growth rate,628

leading to a similar value to that from the event on 18th October, while the modeled NCCN values were629

barely affected under the two other scenarios. These results highlight the importance of the growth rate630

in the contribution of the controlling factors to the NCCN. We concluded that surface tension and growth631

rate played a major role in the contribution of NPF event to the NCCN. More work on the other NPF632

cases is obviously needed in order to better understand the contribution to the NCCN and its impact on633

climate.634
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FIGURE CAPTIONS873

Figure 1. The PNSD (a), NCN, NCCN and AR (b), wind speed and wind direction (c), jO(1D), and874

concentration of calculated H2SO4 (d) during the NPF event on 29th October, 2019. The blue dots in (a)875

represents the geometric mean particle diameter (Dpgmd) and the red line represents the linear fit.876

Figure 2. Comparison of the median and interquartile κ values obtained from HTDMA and CCN877

measurements during this campaign at Heshan, at Panyu (urban Guangzhou), and from South China878

Sea. The κ was pointed against the corresponding median D50 (CCN measurement) or selected diameter879

(HTDMA measurement). Dots represent the median values and bars represent the interquartile ranges.880

The κ values in this measurement were obtained from HTDMA measurement (in black) and CCNc881

measurement (ss=0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.7%, 0.9%, and 1.0% in red and yellow for different surface882

tensions). The yellow lines and dots represent the κ values recalculated based on σs/a*. The κ values at883

Panyu were obtained from HTDMA measurement (in purple) and CCNc measurement (ss=0.1%, 0.2%,884

0.4%, and 0.7%, in green). The κ values from the South China Sea were obtained from CCNc885

measurement (ss=0.18%, 0.34%, and 0.59%, in light blue). The κ values from the North China Plain886

were obtained from HTDMAmeasurement.887

Figure 3. The variation of ����� (blue dots), D50,m (yellow dots) and D50,r (red dots) based on pure888

water surface tension.889

Figure 4. The variation of NCCN (a), activation ratio (b), and δCCN (c) based on the D50,m, the D50,r, and890

the average D50. The red line represents the measured values. The yellow line represents the values891

calculated based on the surface tension of pure water (0.072 N m-1). The purple line represents the892

values calculated from the average D50. The green region represents the interquartile values calculated893

from the interquartile D50.894
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Figure. 5 The measured and model PNSD (a and b), NCN (c) and NCCN (c). The blue lines in (c)895

represent the measured values and the red lines represent the model values.896

Figure 6. The variation of measured and model NCN (a) and NCCN (b) at 1.0% SS. The simulations was897

based on standard characteristic (red solid line), halving of GR, formation rate and background particle898

distribution (orange, purple and green solid line, respectively) and doubling of GR, formation rate and899

background particle distribution (orange, purple and green dash line, respectively).900

Figure 7. The number contribution (a) and its fraction (b) of CoagSnk term, CoagSrc term, GR term,901

and formation (J) term to the NCCN when it reached its peak value based under different case scenarios.902

Figure. 8 The model NCCN based on different characteristics (doubling growth rate and formation rate,903

and halfling background particle distribution) and particle properties. Different colors and markers904

represent case 1-9, respectively.905

Figure 9. The measured PNSD (a, b, and c), model PNSD (d, e, and f), measured NCN and model NCN906

(g, h, and i) during different NPF events. Solid and dash lines represent the measured and model NCN,907

respectively.908

Figure 10. The measured and model NCCN (SS=1.0%) during different NPF events.909

Figure 11. The measured and model NCN (a) and NCCN (b) on the Panyu NPF event. The bule line910

represents the measured value. The red, yellow, purple and green lines represent the simulated NCCN911

based on standard input, growth rate of the NPF event on October 18th (refer as high GR), formation912

rate of the NPF event on October 29th (refer as high J), and background particle distribution of the NPF913

event on October 29th (refer as low CS PNSD), respectively.914
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